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Abstract- File Tracking Systems is software that facilitates the process of file movement and tracking within an organization. In 

government and public organizations, every official procedure is carried out by moving files. When a file is moved, an entry is 

made in the office diary for record keeping. Comments are added in file to indicate the action to be taken and then file is 

moved further if required. Sometime the process may take number of days and if entry in the diary is missing then it becomes 

hard to search the file. To overcome this problem we have developed a system with the help of QR Scanner to monitor all file 

movements of every employee through which the concerned person can get timely information about the whole process. The 

point of the whole system is to make processes simpler, efficient and accountable by eliminating every scope of corruption, 

incompetence and making the whole system transparent to the highest degree. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

“File Tracking System” is an application made with the 

objective to monitor all file movements of every 

employee. All files can be traced online so that the 

employee does not run after the file. It provides the 

following major insights-Estimated turnaround time, at 
each stage. Number of stages for a type of application. 

Intimation to the employees who are supposed to take 

action on them on a dashboard. Send notification by 

SMS/email when employees delay taking action. 

 

II. HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

 
1. Computer/Laptop:  

A computer with the latest version of any of the browsers 

Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari etc and with an active 

internet connection is required. 

 

2. Android/iOS Device:  
An android or iOS device with a camera that supports QR 

scanner or supports it with the help of system apps/third 

party apps. It is required to easily scan the QR code 

generated by the system. 

 

3. QR Code Printer:  

The file tracking system generates a QR code for each file 

and this is available as an image. A normal printer is 

minimal requirement. 

 

4. QR Code Scanner:  
The mobile camera or webcam can be used to scan the QR 
code generated by the system but it is often an extra work 

to do. 

 

III. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 
 

1. MERN Stack:  

A stack is a bucket of many technologies that combine 

used to develop a software or a product. A web application 

mainly consists of four building blocks and these building 

blocks are 

 Database 

 Routing of application 

 View of application (generally called frontend) 

 Server of application (generally called backend). 

 

MERN stack is comprises of four technology. 

1.1 MongoDB - MongoDB is a document-oriented database 

which stores data in JSON-like documents with 

dynamic schema. It means you can store your records 

without worrying about the data structure such as the 

number of fields or types of fields to store values. 
Mongoose is a client API for node.js which makes it 

easy to access our database from our Express 

application.We use ROBO3T for seeing the GUI 

standard of the Databases and their constituent tables 

and the values present in them. 

 

1.2 Express.js - Express. js is a free and open-source web 

application framework for Node. Js. It is used for 

designing and building web applications quickly and 

easily. It is flexible as there are numerous modules 

available on npm, which can be directly plugged into 
Express. 

 

1.3 React.js- Basically React is a prebuilt open source 

JavaScript library i.e. used to create user interface which 

runs in the browser just like any other front end library. 

The main purpose of React is to be fast, scalable, and 
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simple. It basically allows us to create reusable UI 

components. Major Use of React:- React allows 
developers to create large web applications that can 

change data, without reloading the page. 

 

1.4 Tool to Work on React: Facebook has released a 

library create react app to get started with using react as 

a front-end developing library. 

 

1.5 Node.js- Node.js is a runtime environment that allows 

software developers to launch both the frontend and 

backend of web   apps using JavaScript. Node.js 

provides capabilities to create your own web server 

which will handle HTTP requests asynchronously.  
 

     This tool is mostly used by programmers who use 

JavaScript to write Server-Side scripts. It's used for 

traditional web sites and back-end API services, but was 

designed with real-time, push-based architectures in 

mind. 

 

2. QR Code library:  
The QR code generation is the main feature of the file 

tracking system. The “qrcode.react” and “qrcode” 

libraries are used to manage QR code display and 
generation at frontend and backend respectively. These 

libraries are open source libraries and provide major 

support for QR code softwares. 

 

3. Password Library:  
Every application needs authentication. File tracking 

system intended to have password based authentication 

for simpler use. The “password” is a widely used npm 

package that is used to implement authentication of 

various types like password, facebook, google and twitter 

authentication. 

 

4. Cron Library:  
The one of the most useful features of the file tracking 

system is to send regular notifications to employees who 

will be working on a file. The automation of this process 

is necessary. The “node-cron” library helps to schedule a 

bunch of tasks in Node.js code and makes the scheduling 

process smooth. 

 

5. Node Mailer Library:  
The “nodemailer” is a npm package for Node.js based 

applications that allows Node.js developers to send 
emails with security. It is widely used for mailing 

purposes in node applications. 

 

6. UI Libraries:  

The UI libraries help to develop the frontend part of an 

application fast and they also provide many built in 

functionalities that saves development time. Many UI 

libraries like Material-UI, Material-tables and Material 

Icons are required to develop the file tracking system. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

All the requirements of system is solved by defining three 

main actors:- 

 

1. Admin:  

Define a process for files. Defines the deadline for the 

each step. Admin can trace all files and their status. One 

time authentication for every new employee. 
 

2. QRG(QR Generator): 

Generates QR code for each file according to the process 

of this specific file. Download and paste QR on file. 

 

3. Employee: 

Scans file at arrival this will add this file on employees 

dashboard.Work on file according to description given for 

file. On completion of work update status and proceed file 

to next step. Gets a notification if the deadline is near or if 

deadline exceeds. 
 

V. INTERFACE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Fig1 Shows the the Admin Dashboard of File Tracking 

System. 

  

 
Fig 1. Admin 

 
Fig 2 shows the all process of Employee Dashboard. 

 

 
Fig 2. Employee 
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Fig 3 shows the QR generator Dashboard of File Tracking 

System. Where QR is generated for the files and scaned 
for process the files. 

 

 
Fig 3.Generate QR Code. 

 

VI. RESULT & CONCLUSION 
 

File tracking system which has been developed for 

fulfilling all the requirements of an organization regarding 

file movements and satisfying the intended purpose. 

 
We analyzed the existing file flow system along with their 

features and shortcomings being followed in the 

government and public organization and proposed the 

design, development, prototype and implementation 

strategy of a web-based file-tracking system which when 

implemented can serve the following: 

 

 It shall improve the management, tracking, history, and 

auditing of files. 

 It shall all also increase staff efficiency. 

 It shall offer features such as fast searching, scheduling, 
reminders, and built-in messaging tools. 

 

In future, the designed file tracking system may be scaled 

and enhanced in various ways which can lead to a 

paperless e-governance system where digital files will be 

used instead of traditional paper- based file  
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